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I. INTRODUCTION 
It is an easily established fact that an (n, k) linear error correcting code with 
symbols from GF(q) can be completely described in terms of a so-called 
parity check matrix H which has n columns and t rows of elements from 
GF(q~), where t and m are any positive integers and such that tm >/n -- k. 
The usual representation i terms of elements from GF(q) is obtained by 
writing each element in GF(q ~) as an m-tuple of elements from GF(q) in 
column form. The row space of H is then just the set of all linear combinations 
of the rows of H over GF(q) and forms a vector space of dimension - -  k. 
(Throughout his paper we assume k ~ 0.) 
The code's minimum distance d is equal to the smallest number of columns 
in H which are linearly dependent over GF(q). Thus, if every t × t submatrix 
of H in GF(q ~) is nonsingular, all combinations of t or fewer columns will be 
independent, even over GF(q) and the code must have minimum distance 
at least t + 1. 
Consider now a matrix of the form 
-ylgl(xl) y2gl(x2) ... y,~gl(x,)] 
H= ylg~(xt) y2g2(x2) ".. yng~(xn)[, (1) 
! 
_y~g~(x~) y2gt(x2) ... y~&(x~)_] 
where the y's are any (not necessarily distinct) nonzero elements of GF(q~), 
the x's are distinct elements of GF(q "~) 
gj(x) = Coj + c .x  + c~jx 2 + ... C~_l,~X tq  
is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to t - -  1 with coefficients from 
GF(q'~), for j = 1, 2 .... t. 
* This  work was performed in part dur ing the author's tenure as a National Research 
Council  Senior Postdoctoral Resident Research Associate. 
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Clearly 
where 
H = CXY,  
C01 Ell "'" Ct--l,1] 
? ' >/ '  
kC0~ c1~ "'" Q- l ,d  
[ 1 11 NI X2 ~n 
X = Xl 2 X2 2 X.~ 2 , 
~x~ -1 x} -1 ... x~- l I  n .J 
Y2 " ' "  
. ° °  
I f  we choose any submatrix of order t from H and compute its determinant 
we get the product of I C r, a Vandermonde determinant with distinct elements 
and the determinant of a diagonal submatrix of Y. 
Thus, if C is nonsingular, H is the parity check matrix of a linear code of 
minimum distance at least t @ 1. The number of parity check symbols is at 
most mr. 
Determinants ofthe above type are known as alternants [Muir and Metzler, 
1930] and for this reason we refer to the codes corresponding to (I) as alternant 
codes. Several prominent classes of codes such as the BCH, Srivastava nd 
Goppa (1970, 1971) codes are readily obtained as special cases. Since the error 
correcting capability of these codes for short and moderate block lengths i
optimum or close to it, one is tempted to conjecture that other good classes 
of codes within the general context of (1) can be found. Of course, whether or 
not any such codes are of more than theoretical interest depends on the 
complexity of the encoding and decoding algorithms. Little is known on this 
subject in general, but it appears that for certain subclasses of (1) the problem 
is only slightly more difficult han for cyclic codes of comparable performance. 
Although, as is well known, the performance of primitive BCH codes 
deteriorates with increasing block length, the generalization i herent in (1) 
is sufficient o assure the existence of alternant codes whose performance is 
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asymptotically arbitrarily close to the Varsharmov-Gi lbert  bound. In  fact, 
from Appendix A and Goppa's work one easily proves the existence of such 
codes for some Y and 
C = I, 
x i = a i-1 i = 1, 2,... n, 
where c~ is a primitive n-th root of unity. Note that the BCH codes are obtained 
as the special case Yi ~ am0(i-1) ~ x~0. 
Consider now the class of alternant codes obtained from (1) as follows: 
Let t = rs, where r and s are positive integers, each z i a nonzero element 
of GF(qm) ,  and each wj a distinct element of GF(q m) different from all the x~,  
and set 
Zi 
yl = l]~=l(x i - -  %)~" 
Z i 
g(t-1)~+k(x,)  - -  y i (x ,  - -  w , )  '~ 
for i = 1,2,... n; l = 1, 2,... s; k = 1,2,... r. 
Subst itut ing into (1) we obtain the matrix 
-H1- 
H~ 
H = "." , (2) 
_H8 _ 
where for l=  1, 2 .... s 
Hg 
~'1 ~2 'Tn 
(X 1 __  W~)I (X 2 __ W~)I (X~ __ W~)I 
z 1 Z2 z n 
(x  1 - -  wz)  2 (x  2 - -  wz)  2 (Xn  - -  wz) 2 
: : : 
"~'1 Z2 "~n 
(~1 - -  W~)r (~2 - -  W~)" (~n - -  W~)r 
I t  can easily be shown that every determinant of (2) of order rs is nonzero 
(Helgert, 1972) and hence these codes have min imum distance at least rs q-  1. 
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The number of parity check symbols is at most mrs and since the x's in (2) 
must be distinct and different from the distinct w's the code length n cannot 
exceed qm -- s. 
For r = 1 the codes defined by (2) are generalized versions of Srivastava's 
codes, the latter being obtained as the special case zi  = xi ~, for some integer k. 
For s = 1 the codes are generalizations of the BCH codes. Here the corre- 
spondence is w 1 =- O, z i  = (a~r~o-a)iq and xi = a -"(i-1), in the usual notation. 
In the general case the codes are modifications of Goppa's separable codes 
(Goppa, 1971). 
In this paper we investigate a subclass of the codes defined by (2) that is 
obtained by restricting the x i to subfields of GF(qm). For these codes we 
establish minimum distance and redundancy bounds and derive a number of 
interesting equivalence and invariance properties. 
II. NONPRIMITIVE ALTERNANT CODES 
Let m = A/z, where/ ,  and h are integers greater than 1. Then GF(q a) is 
a proper subfield of GF(qm). In (2) set s = I*, n <~ qa, xi ~ GF(qa)(i = 
1,2 .... n), z ieGF(q  a ) -O  and zvj =wqa(~-l~(j= 1,2 .... /,), where w is an 
arbitrary element of GF(q  ~) that is not contained in any proper subfield 
of GF(q'~). 
The condition on w assures that the w~. are distinct and different from the x i .  
This choice of parameters i therefore legitimate. 
Consider now the element 
Zi Z i 
(~¢i - -  gOl)~ (X i - -  gO)' 
in the/ - th row and i-th column of H 1 . Raising this to the qa(J-1)-th power 
gives 
Zi ~ qa(~-l) 1 ' 
Zi 
(x i  - wj)* 
j=2 ,3 ;  .... t*. 
Thus, the/-th row in Hj is the qa(~-l)-th power of the/ - th row in H 1 and is 
consequently redundant, for l = 1, 2 .... r and j  = 2, 3 .... /,. We now make the 
following 
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DEFINITION. Let  m = #A, where /, and A are integers greater than 1. 
The  nonprimit ive alternant codes are defined by the parity check matr ix 
H = 
. Z l  Z 2 Z3 , . ,  Zn 
X l - -  W X2- -  gO XS- -  W Xn- -  W 
Z 1 Z 2 Za Zn 
(Xl -- W)2 (X2 -- W)2 (xa __ W)2 (Xn __ W)2 
l ~1 ~2 ~a ~n (X l  - -  W)~ (X~ - -  W)~ (Xa - -  W)~ (X~ - -  W)~ 
(3) 
where n ~ qa, each x~ is a different element of GF(qa), z i ~ GF(q a) -- 0 and 
w is any element of GF(q '~) not in a proper subfield of GF(q'~). 
As an immediate consequence of our discussion above we then have 
THEOREM 1. The nonprimitive alternant codes of length n ~ qa have 
minimum distance d >/Ixr 4- 1 and at most mr check symbols. 
EXAMPLE. Let  q = 2, m = 6, /, = 2, A = 3; r = 2, n = 8. 
Choosing zi = 1 (i ~- 1, 2,... 8) and w equal to a primit ive element of 
GF(26) which is a root of x 6 q- x + 1 we get 
H = 
1 1 1 1 
0- -  w 1 - -  w w 9 -  w w 18-  w 
1 1 1 1 
W 27 - -  W W as - -  W W 45 - -  W W 54-  W 
1 1 1 1 
(0 - w) 2 (1 - ~)= (w9 _ w)= (w18 _ ~)2- 
1 1 1 
(w ~4 - w) 2.3 
The second row is the square of the first row and is consequently redundant. 
Expanding the first row in GF(2) leads to 
H = 
° ° ° ° ° °  
1 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 0 0 
1 o i 1 o o 1. 
1 1 00  1 00  
101 101  1 
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Thus H is the parity check matrix of an (n = 23, k ~> 23 - -  6) code with 
minimum distance d >/2"  2 + 1 = 5. The code words are 00000000, 
11110001, 01011110, 10101111. Note that his code is not cyclic, nor can it 
be made cyclic by appending an overall parity check. In terms of our first 
formulation of alternant codes we have for this code 
C = I 
W 7 gO 16 W i ]  
w 16 0 i 
W 10 W 2 W 8 
w ~ 0 1 
X = I 
f.~ wO ggO wO gO0 W 0 wO gO0 "] 
! gO  gO 9 W 18 W27 W36 W45 fA/54 
00 wO W 18 W36 W54 W9 W27 W 45 ] 
W 0 g/j27 W54 W18 W45 W9 gO36J 
y = I 
w ~5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i w is 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 w ° 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 w is 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 w 45 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 w ° 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 w 9 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w 9 
Since [ C [ = (w + w8) 4, which is nonzero, it follows from Appendix A that 
CXY and XY arc parity check matrices for the same code. But X is the parity 
check matrix of the extended primitive (8, 1) BCH code with m 0 = 0, 
designed distance 8 and actual distance 8. The effect of Y is therefore to lower 
the minimum distance to 5 and increase the number of information symbols 
to 2. Note also that Yi = h-l(x~), where h(z) = (z + w) is is the Goppa poly- 
nomial of the code. 
We next study a subclass of the codes defined above and derive a number of 
equivalence and invariance relations. 
I I I .  THE CASE n = qa AND z i = z( i  = 1, 2 .... n) 
I f  z~ = z for all i we can multiply each row of (3) by z -1 and the row space 
of H will remain invariant (see Appendix A). Thus without loss of generality 
we may and henceforth will assume z = 1. I f  we also set r = tq for some 
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positive integer t, then the (lq)-th row of H equals the q-th power of the 
l-th row (l = 1, 2,... t) and is therefore redundant. We thus have 
THEOREM 2. For zi = 1(i = 1, 2,... n) the nonprimitive alternant codes of 
length qa have minimum distance d ~ iztq -F 1 and at most (q --  1) tm check 
symbols, for any positive integer t = r/q. 
For fixed values of the integers q, m, t and A the codes are com- 
pletely described by the parameter w. Since GF(q ~) is invariant under addition, 
mukiplication by any nonzero element and raising all elements to the q~-th 
power (l = 1, 2 .... h), we have from Appendix A 
THEOREM 3. For fixed q, m, t and h the codes with w, w + fi, wfi and w ~ are 
equivalent for I -~ 1, 2,.. h and any fi ~ GF(q ~) --  O. 
Next, consider the polynomial, 
f (x) = x n - -  ax •-t + o-, 
where a = (w ~ - -  w) -1. By simple substitution we can show that the roots 
o f f (x )  are the elements of the first row of H. Let us divide the l-th row of 
H by ( - -a)  ~ (l = 1, 2,... r). By Appendix A this leaves the code invariant. 
Since for/~ ~- 2 we have a n = - -a ,  it follows easily that the elements of the 
first row of the new parity check matrix are the roots of x n + x ~-1 + 1, 
independently of a. Consequently we have: 
THEOREM 4. For fixed q, m, t and iL = 2 all codes are equivalent. 
We now form the extended codes by adding an overall parity cheek to each 
code word. The new parity cheek matrix is then 
Uo = 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
0 
X 1 - -  W X 2 - -  W Xn  - -  W 
1 1 1 
0 
(x~ - w)~ (x~ - w)~ (x .  - w)~ 
(xl - w)r (x~ - w)~ (x .  - w) ,  0 
(4) 
Clearly, the elements in the second row of Ha are the roots of the polynomial 
g(x) = xf(x) .  
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Applying the transformation, 
--~ -k b , l = 0, 1, 2,..., r; i ~ 1, 2,..., n, (5) 
0--~ b, 
where b is any root ofg(x) and a = (a --  b)/a, we note first that this leaves the 
row space of Ha invariant (see Appendix A). Second, we can show by direct 
substitution that for a s = --a, i.e.,/z = 2 
: (  ° 
- -  -~0  
X i - -  W 
i = 1, 2,..., n. 
This transformation is therefore nothing more than a permutation of the 
columns of He • There are n ~ 1 such transformations corresponding to the 
n ~- 1 roots of g(x) and they form an Abelian group. It is easily shown that 
for i, j = 1, 2 .... n the respective choices, 
b - -  1 b - -  --1 b = x~--xj. 
x i  - w '  (x i  - : )  ' (x i  - ~" ) (x~ - w)  ' 
permute the last column of He into the i-th column, the i-th column into the 
last column and the i-th column into the j-th column. Thus the group is 
also transitive. 
We summarize these conclusions in: 
THEOREM 5. For f ixed q, m, t and i~ = 2 all extended codes are invariant 
under a transitive group of permutations. 
In the binary case we also have: 
THEOREM 6. For fixed m, t, and tx = q = 2 all codes have odd minimum 
distance. For t ~ 1 the minimum distance equals 5 and the number of check 
symbols is exactly 2A, the smallest possible. 
The first part of this result follows immediately from Appendix B and 
Theorem 5 and the second part is a consequence of Hamming's bound 
(Peterson and Weldon, 1972, p. 83). 
In Table I we list the parameters of all nontrivial binary codes of this type 
for 8 ~< m ~< 12 and selected others for m = 14 and m -= 16. Here d* is the 
minimum distance of the dual code and the parameters n', k' and d' refer to 
shortened codes obtained by eliminating an appropriate set of d* columns 
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from H. Many of these codes and their duals are optimum or as good as the 
best known, while the three shortened codes for m = 14 and the last three 
shortened codes for m = 16 represent an improvement over previously 
known values (Sloane, 1972). 
TABLE I 
Parameters of Some Nonprimitive Alternant Codes a 
rn t n k d d* n' k' d' 
8 1 16 8 5 5 11 4 5 
1 32 22 5 11 21 12 5 10 
2 32 12 9 <3 29 10 9 
1 64 52 5 25 39 28 5 
2 64 40 9 <15 49 26 9 
12 
3 64 28 13 <5 59 24 13 
5 64 16 21 <5 59 12 21 
1 128 114 5 54 74 61 5 
14 2 128 I00 9 <37 91 64 9 
3 128 86 13 <30 98 57 13 
1 256 240 5 113 143 128 5 
2 256 224 9 <89 167 136 9 
16 
3 256 208 <15 <81 175 128 13 
4 256 192 <23 <75 181 118 17 
a (q= ~ = 2;z~= 1). 
For/~ > 2 the codes defined in this section are generally not equivalent. 
For example, when m = 15 and/z = 3 there exist binary (32, 17) codes whose 
weight spectra for two values of w are given below. Here A i is the number of 
codewords of weight i and a is a primitive lement of GF(21a). Note, however, 
that if we extend these codes by appending an overall parity- check the weight 
spectra become identical. 
In general we have: 
THEOREM 7. For fixed q, m, t, and ~ = 3 all extended codes are equivalent. 
The proof is simple and consists of showing that under the transformation 
(5), with 
1 - -a  
a ~-  - -  b - -  + ~ r~2 a + ~ ' 
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the elements of the second row of (4) are the roots of the polynomial 
x n+l + x + 1, which is independent of a. 
For q = 2 and t = 1 it follows readily from the Griesmer or Hamming 
bounds that the minimum distance of these extended codes is 8. The number 
of check symbols is, of course, upper bounded by 3A + 1, which is well 
within the Varsharmov-Gilbert bound. Hamming's bound can also be used to 
produce a lower bound on the number of check symbols and yields 3A --  1. 
TABLE II 
A7 As A9 Alo All A12 A13 A14 AI~ AI. 
w = ~ 128 400 816 1887 4000 6948 10464 14316 17440 18389 
w ~ ~5 128 400 826 1877 3944 7004 10592 14188 17288 18541 
A17 Als A19 A~o A~I A~ A2~ A~4 A25 A~. 
w=~ 17217 14450 10464 6756 4128 2076 736 274 144 39 
w = ~5 17316 14350 10424 6796 4144 2060 728 282 146 37 
APPENDIX A 
Let ~ be a primitive element of GF(q ~) which is a root of some primitive 
polynomial of degree exactly m and coefficients in GF(q). Then every element 
of GF(q ~) can be expressed as a polynomial in a of degree at most m --  1, 
with coefficients from GF(q). 
Now if H is a matrix of l rows and n columns with elements from GF(q~), 
each element can be represented by the m coefficients of its corresponding 
polynomial arranged in a column. In this manner H expands into a matrix of 
ml rows and n columns in which the rows are n-tuples of elements from GF(q). 
The row space V of H is the set of all linear combinations of the rows of H over 
GF(q) and forms a vector subspace whose dimension equals the number of 
linearly independent rows in H. 
We state here some simple properties of V. 
THEOR~3a A.1. V is invariant under a permutation of therows of H in 
GF(q'~). 
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THEOREM A.2. V is invariant under multiplication of the elements of any 
row of H in GF(q ~) by any nonzero element of GF(q~). 
THEOREM A.3. V is invariant under the addition of any multiple of one row 
of H in GF(q ~) to any other row of H in GF(q~). 
THEOREM A.4. V is invariant under the operation of raising the elements 
of any row of H in GF(q ~) to the q-th power. 
THEOREM A.5. V is invariant under premultiplication of H in GF(q ~) by 
any 1 × I nonsingular matrix in GF(q~). 
The proofs of these theorems require nothing more than elementary algebra 
and will be omitted. 
APPENDIX B 
THEOREM B.1. Let Ai be the number of codewords of weight i in a binary 
linear code C of length n and let Bi be the number of codewords of weight i in the 
dual code. I f  the extended code obtained from C by appending an overall parity 
check to each eodeword is invariant under a transitive group ofpermutations of
the code digits, then 
and 
Ai = ( n + } -- i.) 
B i= (n+l--i ) B,+,_i 
for even i (B1) 
for i = 1,2 ..... n. (B2) 
Proof. Since equality (B1) is well known (Berlekamp, 1968, p. 228), 
we omit its proof. 
To show (B2), let H be the parity check matrix of C. Then the parity check 
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and if the extended version of C is invariant under a transitive group of permu- 
tations, so is the row space of H e . Now this row space is the union of two 
sets of vectors _//and A c , where A is the row space of H with a zero appended 
to each vector and A c is obtained from A by complementing all digits. Hence, 
if C i is the total number of vectors of weight i in the row space of He, then 
Ct = Bi + B.+l_i. 
If we list these C i vectors as the rows of an array, then because of the invari- 
ance property, every column must have the same total weight and from the 
last column of H.  we see that this total weight must equal Bn+l_ i . Therefore, 
(n + 1) B~+l_i -= iCi + Bn+l-i 
and this implies (B2). 
A simple consequence of Theorem B.1 is: 
COROLLARY B.2. Let C be a binary linear code of length n whose extended 
code is invariant under a transitive group of permutations. I f d, d* and D* 
are the minimum weight of C and the minimum and maximum weights of the 
dual of C, respectively, then d is odd and d* @ D* ~- n + 1. 
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